
�This cable stripper clips a cable and makes a notches around the outside covering to remove it.
・Easy to use, just hold the cable and rotate the body.
・Off-the-shelf cutter blades can be used as replacements.
・Small and easy to carry to workplaces （L 57mm ×H 24mm ×W 17mm）

Recommended Cable Diameter （Unit：mm）

Reverse:　SS and SM indicate their Product Names.
SL SM SS

1. Open Kururipper and hold the cable while placing the cutter blade in the direction to remove the cable jacket.
2. Rotate Kururipper once in the direction of the arrow (the direction to press) as shown below.

(Do not rotate in the wrong direction or the notch will not be made correctly)
3. Remove the cable from Kururipper and remove the cable jacket.* Make sure no damages on the core wires.

Check and adjust Kururipper and the cable before use 
1. Loosen the cutter blade fixing screws (2). * Use a screwdriver for M2.5.
2. The cutter blades may move. Hold part A of the cutter blade using fingers to adjust the length of blade B.
3. Tighten the screws and remove the cable jacket. Check there is no damage to core wires.
4. Repeat from 1. if any damage is found to core wires.

Change the cutter blade if it is not sharp enough to make a notch on the cable jacket.
Use a standard size cutter blade for office use (9.0mm in width, 0.38mm in thickness). Cut the blade for 3 splits.
1. Loosen the cutter blade fixing screws (2). 

* Use the driver for M2.5. 
2. Remove the cutter blade from the main body of Kururipper. 

* Be sure to adjust the position of the cutter blade after replacement.
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How to Use

How to Adjust Cutter Blade

How to Change the Cutter Blade

Specifications
Kururipper: Manual

Product Name
Kururipper SS
Kururipper SM
Kururipper SL

Recommended Cable Diameter
�3.2～�5.0
�4.7～�9.0
�5.0～�10.0

Agent

Sales/Manufacturer：
Yamako Electric Manufacture CO., LTD.
4-6-20 Higashi-Kojiya Ota-ku Tokyo 144-0033 Japan
TEL：03-5735-3311　FAX：03-5735-3330
http://www.yamakodenki.co.jp/

Notice

3. Place the new cutter blade for 3 splits on Kururipper in
   an opposite direction to 2.

2 Cutter blade fixing screws
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The standard length of the blade is for a notch 
of the cable jacket, in which a thin layer remains.

Alert Caution

* The image is SS.

Roller

Cutter Blade

Cutter blade
fixing screw

・Do not use Kururipper for live cables. 
There is risk of electric shock. 
・Use the cutter blade with care to avoid injury.

・Do not use Kururipper for purposes 
not specified  in the Specifications.
There is a risk of damage to the main body.

Width：9mm, Thickness：0.38mm

Cutter Blade
3 splits


